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ABSTRACT

Speech and hand gestures form a composite communicative signal
that boosts the naturalness and affectiveness of the communication.
We present a multimodal framework for joint analysis of continuous
affect, speech prosody and hand gestures towards automatic synthe-
sis of realistic hand gestures from spontaneous speech using the hid-
den semi-Markov models (HSMMs). To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first attempt for synthesizing hand gestures using contin-
uous dimensional affect space, i.e., activation, valence, and domi-
nance. We model relationships between acoustic features describ-
ing speech prosody and hand gestures with and without using the
continuous affect information in speaker independent configurations
and evaluate the multimodal analysis framework by generating hand
gesture animations, also via objective evaluations. Our experimental
studies are promising, conveying the role of affect for modeling the
dynamics of speech-gesture relationship.

Index Terms— Prosody analysis, continuous affect, gesture an-
imation, hidden semi-Markov models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gestures expressing affect are responsible for the communication of
aspects related to feelings, moods, and intensity of emotional experi-
ence. Although virtual environment designs in the human-computer
interaction (HCI) field are increasingly adopting and emphasizing
the human-centered aspect, a natural, affective and believable ges-
ticulation is often missing in the virtual character animations. In
this context, automatic synthesis of hand gestures in synchrony with
speech, which is expected to incorporate nonverbal communication
components into virtual character animation, can help improving the
plausibility of animations and can find a wide range of applications
in human-centered HCI, video gaming and film industries.

In this paper, we propose a speaker-independent framework for
joint analysis of hand gestures with continuous affect attributes (i.e.
activation, valence, and dominance) and speech prosody using the
hidden semi-Markov models (HSMMs) [1]. We develop a multi-
modal system for data-driven, learning based synthesis and anima-
tion of affect-expressive gestures on the USC CreativeIT database
[2]. Our work is on the basis of hand gesture phrases where a ges-
ture phrase defines the basic gesture element [3]. Hence, we use
gesture phrases to describe and model the relationship with prosody
and affect information. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
attempt for synthesizing hand gestures using the continuous affect
attributes. We particularly investigate the influence of affect infor-
mation in a gesture synthesis and animation framework. Hence, in
this study we use affect information as a driving factor of a gesture
synthesis process and/or as an adjusting factor during the animation
process. We report promising results demonstrating the importance

of affect information for expressive hand gestures synthesis and ani-
mation.

2. RELATED WORK

Hand gesture is an important nonverbal behavior in human commu-
nication. Yang et al. show that individual’s attitude as well as the in-
teraction type as friendly or conflictive can be predicted using only
the dynamics of the hand gesture phrases over an interaction [4].
Additionally, the expression of hand gesture often spontaneously ac-
companies speech production. Although some efforts have been de-
voted to exploring interactions between gestures and speech aiding
communication [5], studies on the speech audio-driven gesture an-
imation including arm movements are still limited so far. In [6],
Levine et al. have introduced gesture controllers, availing a modular
methodology to drive beat-like gestures with live speech via cus-
tomized gesture repertoires. From a hierarchical perspective, the
work of Levine et al. is mainly concentrated on the gesture phase
level, whereas in a more recent study [7], Baena et al. present
a framework that links speech prosody to beat gestures at phrase
level based on manually annotated body motion and speech signals.
They basically employ motion graphs to generate appropriate ges-
tures with varying emphasis for a given speech input by modeling
aggressive and neutral performances. Bozkurt et al. synthesizebody
gesture phrases from prosody observations using the hidden semi-
Markov models (HSMMs) [8]. Marsella et al. consider agitation
level and word stress of sentence audio to drive their rule-based char-
acter animation system that generates gestures including facial ex-
pressions, hand motion, head movements, eye saccades, blinks and
gazes [9].

As one of the major elements that control and influence the mul-
timodal communicative channels, emotion has been widely stud-
ied in terms of its relation to speech and gesture. Various existing
emotion descriptive models can be summarized as: categorical and
dimensional. The theory of universal emotions and interpretation
of affective expressions in terms of basic categories has been the
most commonly accepted approach among the researchers. Early
works on audio-driven emotional virtual character animation syn-
thesis have mostly been concentrated on the head motion synthesis
problem. Busso et al. present an approach in [10] to synthesize
emotional head motion sequences driven by prosodic features, that
builds hidden Markov models for emotion categories to model the
temporal dynamics of emotional head motion sequences. A more
recent paper [11] focuses on building a speech-driven facial anima-
tion framework to generate natural head and eyebrow motions us-
ing dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs). Niewiadomski et al. [12]
presentmultimodal sequential expressionsthat are composed of dif-
ferent non-verbal behaviors. Their system is capable of synthesizing
combinations of signals defined within abehavior setfor eight emo-
tional states. Garcia et al. classify gestures by associating them to



Fig. 1. The block diagram of the general framework for the affect
dependent, speech-driven gesture synthesis system.

emotions (e.g. hand clapping and joy, arms crossing and anger) [13]
EMOTE is a kinematic system for expressive variation of arm and
torso movements that is based on the analysis of Laban [14].

An alternative approach to the categorical representation of af-
fect is the dimensional description. The use of dimensional emotion
description has been explored in multimodal affect recognition and
synthesis [15]. The expression of basic emotions or discrete emotion
categories are not flexible enough for modeling the complex facial
expressions in human life. Jia et al. propose a text-to-visual-speech
system, where expressive head and facial gestures are synthesized
based onpleasure, arousal, anddominancedescriptors of seman-
tic expressivity [16]. Hartmann et al. define gesture expressivity in
terms ofoverall activation, spatial extent, temporal extent, fluidity,
power, and repetition[17] (see [18] for an extensive survey on body
movements for affective expression).

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The general framework for our automatic hand gesture synthesis sys-
tem, given in Figure 1, consists of three main functional blocks for
analysis, synthesis, and animation. The analysis step consists of ex-
traction and clustering of joint angles representing hand gestures,
speech prosody feature extraction and early fusion with continuous
affect attributes, and joint analysis of gestures and prosody-affect
fusion by using HSMMs. The synthesis step consist of extraction
of prosody features and fusion with continuous affect attributes fol-
lowed by HSMM-Viterbi algorithm based gesture synthesis. Finally,
the animation part consists of animation generation via unit selection
applied on a gesture pool with regard to a multi-objective cost func-
tion.

3.1. Gesture Clustering

In one of the pioneering studies on gesture and speech relationship,
Kendon [3] proposed a widely accepted hierarchical model for ges-
ture. In this model, the core gestural element is defined as ges-
ture phase. We model gestures at gesture phrase level to emphasize
speech intonation and affect. Gestures in motion capture data are
represented by joint angles of arms and fore-arms. We define the
joint angle vector for theith joint at framek asθik = [φik

x , φ
ik
y , φ

ik
z ],

whereφik
x , φ

ik
y , φ

ik
z are the Euler angles respectively in thex, y, z

directions, representing the orientation of theith joint at framek.

Then, we define the gesture feature vector at framek, fJi
k , to in-

clude the joint angles from theith body part and their first order
derivatives,

f
Ji
k = [θik,∆θ

i
k], for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, (1)

where∆θik denotes the first order derivative of the joint angle vector
θik. The resulting gesture feature for the four joints of arms and fore-
arms at time framek is defined as,

f
g
k = [fJ1

k , ...,f
J4

k ]. (2)

There is evidence that hand and arm movements are significant
for distinguishing between affective states [4]. To this end, temporal
clustering of the gesture feature sequence is necessary for analysis
of recurring gesture phrases. For this purpose, we implement the un-
supervised clustering method based on parallel-branch HMM,Λg,
over the gesture feature streamF g = {fg

1,f
g
2, ...,f

g
T }, as in [19].

We segment and cluster gesture sequences into gesture phrases with
duration information. The HMM structureΛg initially is set to
haveMg parallel branch HMMs,{λg

1, ..., λ
g
Mg

}, where eachλg
m is

composed ofNg = 10 states corresponding to the minimum ges-
ture pattern duration of10 frames (1

3
seconds assuming30 video

frames/sec).

3.2. Prosody Extraction

Prosody characteristics at the acoustic level, including intonation,
rhythm, and intensity patterns, carry important temporal and struc-
tural synchrony with gesture phrases [20]. Acoustic features such
as pitch and speech intensity can be used to model the underlying
intonation of speech. We choose to include speech intensity, pitch,
and confidence to pitch into the prosody feature vector. We extract
prosody feature vector for each speech frame of 25 ms duration cen-
tered on a 50 ms analysis window. Speech intensity is extracted as
the logarithm of the average signal energy in the analysis window,

Ik = log(
1

W

W∑

i=1

sk[i]
2), (3)

wheresk is the speech signal in thekth window, andW is the win-
dow size.

Pitch is extracted using the YIN fundamental frequency estima-
tor, which is a robust pitch frequency estimator based on the well-
known auto-correlation method [21]. Pitch feature,νk, is defined as
logarithm of the fundamental frequency at thekth frame. The YIN
estimator defines a difference function based on the auto-correlation
function,

ek(τ) =

W∑

i=1

(sk[i]− sk[i+ τ ])2. (4)

We define the confidence to pitch feature based on the normalized
difference function as,

ck = 1−
ek(τ

∗)
1

τ∗

∑τ∗

i=1
ek(i)

, (5)

where τ∗ is the pitch lag corresponding to the fundamental fre-
quency.

Since the prosody feature values are speaker and utterance de-
pendent, we apply a mean and variance normalization to the prosody
features to get the normalized prosody featuresĪk, ν̄k, andc̄k. Then
the normalized intensity, pitch, confidence to pitch features and the



first temporal derivative of these three parameters are used to define
the prosody feature vector at framek,

f
p
k = [Īk, ν̄k, c̄k, ∆Īk, ∆ν̄k, ∆c̄k], (6)

where∆ defines the first order derivative for the corresponding fea-
tures.

3.3. Affect Features

Prosody conveys intonation which is important for modeling the
variability and complexity of timings of the gestures [5]. However,
using only prosody to drive the synthesis may not capture the affec-
tive information, ignoring the affective expressions of the gestures.
We use the ground truth continous affect attributes of the dataset that
are available inactivation(A), valence(V), anddominance(D) do-
mains. The annotations are normalized to the range[−1, 1] and used
as the 3D affect features, denoted asfa in this study. Moreover, an
affect estimation system if provided, may replace the groundtruth af-
fect attributes, as well. In our system we assume each domain has
equal contribution to synthesis and animation steps.

3.4. Feature Fusion

Feature level data fusion is one main information combining scheme
for closely coupled and synchronized modalities. In this work, fea-
ture level fusion of prosody and continuous affect attributes is de-
fined as concatenation of the modalities. Prior to fusion, both feature
sets are normalized to ensure that the contribution of each compo-
nent to the final representation is comparable. In addition, feature
dimension reduction using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is
employed for a more compact representation. We retain the first two
principal components as they preserve98% of the total variance.
The fused 9D feature set is denoted asfap and after PCA asfAP .

3.5. HSMM Modeling

Hidden Markov models have proven to be useful models for ap-
proaching learning problems in sequential data. However, one disad-
vantage is that state duration distributions are restricted to geomet-
ric form. In many real world data the strict Markovian constraints
are undesirable, particularly if we wish to learn or encode non-
geometric state durations. We use the hidden semi-Markov model
(HSMMs) [1] that allow construction of highly interpretable models
by admitting use of prior knowledge on state durations for modeling
the relationship between hand gestures, speech prosody and affect.
In our framework, we take gestures as the states of a Markov chain
and fusion of prosody and affect (or prosody only, or affect only)
signals as the observations of this Markov process. Hence state tran-
sitions correspond articulation of consecutive gestures. Introducing
a state duration model allows us to better control gesture phrase du-
rations in the synthesis process. Figure 2 shows how such an HSMM
structure works.

An HSMM representing continuous observations withMg fully
connected states is modeled asΛgp = (A,B,D,Π). The states of
Λgp represent gesture phrase classes, and the model parametersA,
B, D, Π are respectively state transition probability, observation
emission distribution, state duration distribution, and initial state dis-
tribution matrices. TheMg×Mg state transition matrixA is defined
by entriesaij , each representing the state transition probability from
gesturegi to gj ,

A : {aij = P (ℓgl = gj |ℓ
g
l−1

= gi)} i, j = 1, ...,Mg, (7)

Fig. 2. In a Hidden Semi-Markov Process, each state has a duration
and emits a number of observations.

where ℓgl represents thelth gesture in the sequence of gesture
phrases. The observation emission distributionB is modeled by
continuous probability distribution functions for each gesturegi,

B : {bi(O) = P (O|ℓgl = gi)} i = 1, ...,Mg, (8)

wherebi(O) is the probability of observing vectorO at gesturegi.
We use diagonal-covariance Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) for
modeling the feature sets per gesture cluster with a fixed number
of mixtures. The state duration distributionD is formed as state
dependent duration probability mass functions,

D : {di(k)} i = 1, ...,Mg, k = 1, ...,
Dmax

δ
, (9)

wheredi(k) is the probability of gesturegi lastingkδ sec,Dmax is
the maximum duration among all gestures, andδ is the histogram
bin size for the underlying probability mass function. We take the
maximum duration asDmax = 5 sec, and the histogram bin size as
the speech frame duration,δ = 25 msec. The initial state probabil-
ity vectorΠ is defined by entriesπi representing the probability of
starting with gesturegi as the first gesture phrase,

Π : {πi = P (ℓg1 = gi)} i = 1, ...,Mg. (10)

TheΛgp model is extracted by estimating the statistical param-
eters of the model over a training corpus. Statistical parameter esti-
mations are given as:

πi = P (ℓg1 = gi) =̂
C(1, i, j)∑
j′ C(1, i, j′)

, (11)

aij = P (ℓgl = gj |ℓ
g
l−1

= gi) =̂

∑
l
C(l, i, j)∑

l

∑
j′ C(l, i, j′)

, (12)

bi(O) = P (O|ℓgl = gi) =̂

K∑

k=1

ωkN (O, µik,Σik), (13)

di(k) =̂
H(i, kδ ≤ τ < (k + 1)δ)∑
k′ H(i, k′δ ≤ τ < (k′ + 1)δ)

, (14)

whereC(l, i, j) is the number of timesgi is thelth gesture andgj is
the(l+1)st gesture,O is the feature vector at gesturegi,K = 10 is
the number of mixture components, andH(i, kδ ≤ τ < (k+1)δ) is
the number of occurrences of gesturegi with durationτ in [kδ, (k+
1)δ) interval.

3.6. Gesture Synthesis

Gesture synthesis is defined as decoding an optimal state sequence,
ℓ̂
g
, over the HSMMΛgp given a sequence of continuous features,

{o1, o2, . . . , oT }. Note that the decoded optimal state sequence de-
livers synthesized sequence of gesture phrases and their durations,



where the HSMM framework secures to have realistic gesture phrase
durations. Unlike the HMM framework, in HSMM framework states
have variable durations and a sequence of observations is emitted at
a single state. This requires to define a forward likelihood function
for the Viterbi decoding algorithm, which incorporates the state du-
ration model,

ψt(j) = max
τ

max
i

{ψt−τ (i) + log(aijdj(τ)
t∏

k=t−τ+1

bj(ok))},

(15)
whereψt(j) is the accumulated logarithmic likelihood at time frame
t in stategj after observing observations{o1, o2, . . . , ot}. Based on
the forward likelihood functionψt(j), we use the modified Viterbi
decoding algorithm to extract the optimal state sequence, that is the
optimal gesture phrase sequenceℓ̂

g
= {ℓ̂g1, . . . , ℓ̂

g
L}, and the associ-

ated gesture phrase durationsκ = {κ1, . . . , κL}.

3.7. Gesture Animation

Animation of the synthesized gesture sequence consists of three
main tasks. The first task is to generate a synthesized sequence of
gesture segments,̂εg, given the synthesized gesture phraseℓ̂

g
and

durationκ sequences. This task is performed using unit selection
over the gesture phrases which are extracted during the gesture anal-
ysis in Section 3.1. To select gesture units with low concatenation
distortion and low duration (and low affect attributes) difference, we
apply a dynamic programing algorithm that minimizes a joint distor-
tion function, D,

D(εgij |gi = ℓ̂
g
l ) = β1Dω(ε

gij |gi = ℓ̂
g
l ) +

(β2 + β3(1− α))Dκ(ε
gij |gi = ℓ̂

g
l )] +

β3αDa(ε
gij |gi = ℓ̂

g
l ), (16)

whereεgij is thejth gesture segment candidate in the pool for clus-
tergi,Dω is the mean square error (MSE) of joint angle differences
at transitions,Dκ is gesture duration difference,Da is MSE of af-
fect attribute differences, andα, β1, β2, β3 are the coefficients for
managing contribution of each element.

The selected gesture units are interpolated to fit the synthesized
duration. The next task is to smooth joint angle discontinuities over a
temporal window at gesture unit boundaries. This is achieved by ap-
plying an exponential smoothing function on the synthesized gesture
motion sequence. Finally, the smoothed gesture motion sequence
is animated using the MotionBuilder 3D Character Animation Soft-
ware [22].

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We use the multimodal USC CreativeIT database that contains a va-
riety of dyadic theatrical improvisations for studying expressive be-
haviors and natural human interaction [2]. Interactive performances
are designed either as improvisations of scenes from theatrical plays
or as theatrical exercises where actors repeat sentences in a manner
that conveys specific intent such as, accepting or rejecting behavior
towards other.

The database contains vocal and body-language behavior infor-
mation of the actors obtained through close-up microphones, Motion
Capture (MoCap) and HD cameras. Each recording is annotated
with dimensional emotional descriptors (activation, valence, domi-
nance), where multiple annotaters annotate the videos and average
of these attributes per recording is used in this study. The MoCap
data is provided as 3D coordinates of45 marker positions in (x,y,z)

Fig. 3. CCA on gesture trajectories and affect attributes as a func-
tion of gesture clusters.

directions at60 fps and speech recordings at48 kHz for each of the
16 (9 female) distinct actors. We use MotionBuilder software [22]
for converting 3D joint positions to Euler angle rotations of the arm
and forearm in the (x,y,z) directions.

4.1. Gesture Clustering Evaluation

Gesture clustering is crucial where the building block of the anima-
tion system is gesture phrase. It should neither degrade affective in-
formation existent in the sequence nor complicate the overall system.
We cluster gesture sequences in an unsupervised manner as summa-
rized in Section 3.1 and expect it to capture gesture dynamics based
on affective expression of the hand gestures. In order to decide on
the optimal number of gesture clusters, we examine Canonical Cor-
relation Analysis (CCA) scores of the four joints’ Euler angles per
cluster group with the corresponding affect attributes in domains ac-
tivation, valence, and dominance, respectively. Average CCA scores
per domain as a function of number of clusters from10 to 50 are
shown in Figure 3 where clustering gestures into40 clusters main-
tains correlation requirements as high as the correlations calculated
over the whole sequences as shown in the last bar columns per affect
domain.

4.2. Experimental Set-up

In this study we investigate several approaches for incorporating
affective information in a gesture synthesis-animation system as
shown in Table 1 and objectively evaluate each approach. We design
six scenerios (S) where affect fused with prosody (fap), prosody
only (fp) and affect only (fa) features drive the gesture synthe-
sis and affect may/not (α = 1/α = 0) contribute to unit selection
based animation generation step. In other words, we consider two
options: affect attributes can be directly included as an input feature
to the synthesis system (S1, S2, S5, S6) and/or they can be influ-
ential during the selection of the gesture samples in the animation
generation part after the synthesis step (S1, S3, S5). We set coeffi-
cient values managing the contribution of cost scores in Section 3.7
asβ1 = 0.30, β2 = β3 = 0.35 and perform speaker-independent
evaluations in a leave-one-session-out manner using data from one
actor-pair as the test set in turn, and the remaining data from the
other pairs’ as the training data.



Table 1. Experimental set-up for evaluating the contribution of af-
fect in gesture synthesis and animation.

Affect Contribution in
Animation Generation
α = 1 α = 0

Features for fap S1 S2
Gesture fp S3 S4
Synthesis fa S5 S6

4.3. Evaluation of Synthesis Results

Inputs to our gesture synthesis system can be prosody, affect at-
tributes or fusion of these two with/out PCA as shown in Table 1.
We first evaluate compatibility of the individual feature sets for driv-
ing the gesture synthesis process. Since we aim for synthesis results
that would reflect affective expressions, we analyze feature and the
original gesture joint angle sequences by using CCA. In Table 2, we
present mean and standard deviation (std) values of the first-order
canonical correlations. We observe that feature fusion of prosody
and affect attributes,fap, is the most correlated feature set with
the original gesture trajectories. However, dimension reduction with
PCA does not provide any improvement over the fused set.

Table 2. Average first-order canonical correlation mean and (std)
values for each feature set and original gesture joint angle sequences.

fap fp fa fAP

0.66 (0.095) 0.41 (0.097) 0.64 (0.104) 0.47 (0.125)

HSMM framework allows to incorporate duration distributions
when modeling gestures. So, one possible method to evaluate syn-
thesis results could be measuring the similarity between the origi-
nal and the synthesized gestures and gesture duration statistics. To
this effect, for each feature set in Table 1 we synthesize a differ-
ent gesture sequence. Then, we estimate the gesture distributions
as the frame-level representation ratio in the sequence and duration
distribution of each synthesized sequence via (9). In Table 3, we
present the symmetric Kullbeck-Leibler (KL) divergence values be-
tween the original gesture sequenceℓg and the synthesized onêℓ

g
,

KLℓ, as well as the symmetric KL divergence values between the

original duration distributiondi(k) and the synthesized onêdi(k),
KLd, where smaller KL divergence values indicate more consis-
tent distributions. SmallestKLℓ value forfap feature set suggests
that affect attiributes and prosody together provide better gesture id
predictions. Similarly, the same feature set provides better duration
predictions with the smallestKLd value. In particular, feature sets
containing the affect information have better gesture id prediction
results and feature sets containing prosody information have better
gesture duration prediction results, respectively.

Table 3. Symmetric KL divergence scores for synthesis results
fap fp fa fAP

KLℓ 3.69 5.28 5.19 4.25
KLd 7.26 7.30 8.29 7.71

Fig. 4. Normalized kinetic energy difference of synthesized gesture
sequences for the six scenarios.

4.4. Evaluation of Animation results

We employ CCA and kinetic energy differences for evaluating the
animation results. First, we compare synthesized and the original
gesture sequence trajectories based on first order-canonical correla-
tion means and standard deviations for different scenarios as shown
in Table 4. We observe that feature sets including affect attributes
as the driving factor in the synthesis step (S1,S2,S5, and S6) yield
higher first-order canonical correlation mean values compared to the
ones that do not include (S3, S4). Moreover, including affect infor-
mation in the animation step as an adjusting factor also yields higher
correlations (S1,S3) compared to ones that do not (S2, S4) except the
scenerios where affect is the only factor driving the synthesis process
(S5 vs. S6). This small decay may be due to forcing the candidate
gesture selection in a smaller pool in S5 than in S6.

Table 4. Average first-order canonical correlation mean and (std)
values for synthesized and original gesture sequences

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
mean 0.566 0.516 0.495 0.461 0.614 0.627
std 0.111 0.119 0.104 0.095 0.040 0.080

Secondly, we calculate the CCA values for the synthesized ges-
ture trajectories and affect attributes A, V, and D in Table 5. Similar
to results in the previous table, system driven by affect features per-
form better compared to other systems. Moreover, using affect in-
formation in both gesture synthesis and animation generation steps
gives better results. Valence (V) has the lowest correlation value
compared to activation (A) and dominance (D) domains for systems
including prosody as the driving factor for synthesis and highest for
the system driven by only affect. This result can be interpreted as
gestures in our database convey valence better than prosody.

Table 5. CCA for synthesized gesture sequences and affect attributes
over the whole sequence

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
A 0.520 0.449 0.354 0.292 0.585 0.545
V 0.482 0.456 0.329 0.287 0.593 0.558
D 0.516 0.483 0.308 0.299 0.588 0.541

Lastly, we compare kinetic energy (KE) differences of the syn-
thesized sequences with the original ones. We compute kinetic en-
ergy as the sum of angular velocity values’ squares per joint. Then,
we calculate frame-level energy differences between the original and
the synthesized sequences and normalize the total value by dividing
with the length of the sequence. In parallel to results in Tables 4
and 5 affect only driven synthesis systems have less KE difference



in Figure 4. Moreover, employing affect information either during
the synthesis or animation process decreases the KE difference.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We investigate the role of affect in a gesture synthesis and animation
framework. We jointly model phrase-level gestures with continu-
ous affect attributes (activation, valence, dominance) and prosody
using hidden semi-Markov models in speaker independent fashion
on the USC CreativeIT dataset. Gesture sequences for affect and
prosody feature fusion, prosody only and affect only configurations
are synthesized. Our gesture synthesis evaluations based on CCA
analysis and symmetric KL-divergence, respecively suggest that af-
fect prosody fusion is the most correlated feature set with the original
gesture trajectories and provide the best gesture and gesture duration
modeling. On the other hand, we observe animations based affect
only-driven synthesis results achieve the highest correlation scores
with the original gesture trajectories, and affect attributes, especially
for the valence domain. This feature set also has the least kinetic
energy difference with the original sequence. On the contrary ani-
mations of the synthesis results including prosody as the driving fac-
tor demonstrate low valence correlations with the original sequence.
The deficiency of prosody in revealing valence related cues degrades
animation results in the database we use. Our future work will in-
clude subjective tests on the generated animations for analyzing in-
fluence of affect on the animations reflected by human perception.
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